
  Walid Al-Saqaf: (5/4/2017 12:59) Welcome all. We're expecting Baher to join 
  Wafa Dahmani 2: (13:00) Hi Walid  
  Zied Bouziri: (13:00) Hi everyone 
  Wafa Dahmani 2: (13:00) Hi Zied 
  Nadira ALARAJ: (13:00) Hello all 
  Zied Bouziri: (13:00) Hi Wafa 
  Wafa Dahmani 2: (13:01) there are 2 Wafa hhh 
  Wafa Dahmani 2: (13:01) I cant understand the issue 
  Michael Oghia: (13:01) Hello everyone 
  Wafa Dahmani 2: (13:01) an adobe issue perhaps 
  sogand(Iran): (13:02) Hello All 
  Walid Al-Saqaf: (13:05) Hello Michael, Wafa and Sogand. I'm also glad to see Zied, Amal and 
Nadira. We're starting as soon as Baher joins 
  sogand(Iran): (13:06) ok Dear Walid 
  Wafa Dahmani 2: (13:06) yes  
  Michael Oghia: (13:06) Sorry, I always forget that the mic isn't muted... 
  Michael Oghia: (13:07) Walid: I do have some AOB, so mark me down 
  Walid Al-Saqaf: (13:11) Sure Michael. Marked 
  Walid Al-Saqaf: (13:23) Please raise your hand if you wish to ask and engage in the discussion 
  Ahmed Bakht: (13:26) Thanks Walid, briefing from Bahe is comprehensive and your question is 
also very important to engage all countries for which Baher has detailed answer. I do not have any 
question at this stage. 
  Nadira ALARAJ: (13:28) Yes, Fahd, asked me as well regarding ALS 
  Wafa Dahmani 2: (13:29) can u hear me 
  Zied Bouziri: (13:29) no Wafa 
  Wafa Dahmani 2: (13:30) I have some trooubles with adobe 
  Wafa Dahmani 2: (13:30) since there 2 wafa 
  Walid Al-Saqaf: (13:30) Nadira, are you able to answer? 
  Wafa Dahmani 2: (13:30) and I dont know why 
  sogand(Iran): (13:30) Yes Wafa. better to write here 
  Wafa Dahmani 2: (13:30) ok 
  Wafa Dahmani 2: (13:31) the ICANN community in Tunisia is partenering with Idebate  to 
organize workshops about ICANN targetting Civil Society 
  Wafa Dahmani 2: (13:32) we had already one workshop last Friday 
  Walid Al-Saqaf: (13:33) Thanks Wafa. 
  Amal Al-Saqqaf: (13:36) how many ALSes in the MEAC region? 
  Manahil Ahmed Khan: (13:37) Wafa please mute your microphone 
  Nadira ALARAJ: (13:37) @Amal, yes, I forget about the MEAC, I was talking about the Middle 
east ALSes 
  Amal Al-Saqqaf: (13:38) even in middles east, some ALSes would be in AFRALO 
  Fahd Batayneh: (13:39) 19 in total (10 in Africa, and 9 in Asia-Pacific) 
  Amal Al-Saqqaf: (13:39) Thank you! 
  Ahmed Bakht: (13:40) @ Fahd, does it iclude Pakistan ? 
  Fahd Batayneh: (13:40) Sore sure. So far, 3 responded, and a handle full of other promised to go 
back to their board/advisors and get back to me 
  Fahd Batayneh: (13:41) ** hand 



  Zied Bouziri: (13:42) Please note that TF-AIDN has published a Public Comment Call for  Second 
Level Reference LGRs for Arabic Script Based Language for urdu and arabic language 
  Fahd Batayneh: (13:42) I did not raise my hand 
  Fahd Batayneh: (13:43) :-) 
  sogand(Iran): (13:43) :) 
  Ahmed Bakht: (13:43) Oh Zied thanks for highlighting 
  Amal Al-Saqqaf: (13:43) It can be like ICANN WG by updating the status of the observers who 
wish to be full members  
  Zied Bouziri: (13:43) link for the public 
comment  https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https-
3A__community.icann.org_display_MES_TF-2DAIDN-2BWork-
2BSpace&d=DwIFaQ&c=FmY1u3PJp6wrcrwll3mSVzgfkbPSS6sJms7xcl4I5cM&r=pu7jN3q1Z
Bfuo7H0_TGgnLZ6DmTKXODkmnlRRHjLLAY&m=Fwe_E1xOMAhTbeUXg1cQpxi3YCk6o
G9vdMqvSf0A47A&s=n9v5mgSWtY7ACYc4uWgs1V84FofKkf3vvx_E5FwcSaw&e= 
  sogand(Iran): (13:45) interesting topic Michael! 
  Amal Al-Saqqaf: (13:45) I think your last proposal Michael was good and u included most of the 
suggestions mentioned in the discussion 
  Michael Oghia: (13:47) Thank you Amal and Sogand! 
  Amal Al-Saqqaf: (13:47) @Fahd , yes it's reasonable  
  Fahd Batayneh: (13:48) fellowshi, nextgen, and the different SO/ACs 
  sogand(Iran): (13:49) whats SO/ACs Fahd? 
  Amal Al-Saqqaf: (13:49) In that case, until we know the how many and who will attend 
ICANN60, the second part of Mike's proposal can be discussed (about the SWG outreach) 
  Michael Oghia: (13:50) SO = Support organization (such as GNSO), and AC = Advisory 
Committee (such as ALAC) 
  sogand(Iran): (13:50) Tnx 
  Michael Oghia: (13:50) +1 Amal 
  Michael Oghia: (13:51) GNSO = Generic Name Support Organization and ALAC = At-Large 
Advisory Committee :) 
  Michael Oghia: (13:51) Hand 
  sogand(Iran): (13:52) I knew it Michael ð��� 
  sogand(Iran): (13:52) Tnx  
  Michael Oghia: (13:52) Good! Ask any other questions 
  sogand(Iran): (13:53) right Baher I do agree 
  Michael Oghia: (13:53) As do I 
  sogand(Iran): (13:55) I think we should think and raise our suggestions about what they can do 
there to be clear and useful  
  sogand(Iran): (13:56) please speak loader  
  hanan khatib: (13:56) please loader 
  Baher Esmat: (13:58) Thnx all 
  Michael Oghia: (13:58) Sorry about the volume everyone 
  Baher Esmat: (13:58) Bye 
  Michael Oghia: (13:58) thanks everyone! 
  sogand(Iran): (13:58) thnks bye all 
  Walid Al-Saqaf: (13:58) Thanks and bye all 
  hanan khatib: (13:58) thank you all  



  Nadira ALARAJ: (13:58) Thansk All, 
  hanan khatib: (14:00) thanks walid  fahd all overs for there efforts 


